Anything is possible depending
on your equipment!
Any fine art material/media
Collage
Digital media
Video
Photography
Sound
Installation/found objects

What you need:
This project is concept based
and so is all about thinking.
You need to be open to ideas
and able to generate ideas
then pursue them relentlessly
and develop them with the
aim of communicating in what
every way is open to you.

Concept Introduction: Maps are diagrams created by cartographers to help us to understand and process the world around us. Maps can take many forms
from road and OS maps charting the land and roads, to tube and rail maps, you can have mind maps that try to track and record peoples thought
processes, maps of the stars, maps that track viruses and monitor populations, their are even maps of the human geno! Maps can be 2D and 3D they can
come in paper and digital form, virtual reality's are maps through binary code and satellites circle the earth to provide data that maps all aspects of our
lives. Maps can be beautiful and complex, they give an insight into the values of the society we live in. Maps strive to communicate complex ideas, they are
flawed by the perceptions of the people who design them and the people who read them.
Task 1. Create three mind maps:
Mind map 1 will record as many different types of ‘maps’ that you can think of (keep thinking and ask other people for ideas!).
Mind map 2 will record all of the themes and topics that interest you. This can be anything from currant affairs to personal experiences, issues that you
feel passionate about!
Mind map 3 will record all the different media that you think could be interesting to use in this project.
Look at all three mind maps, selects one idea (although this may be more) from each mind map. Write these ideas down together. You should now have
a type of map, an issue or theme and a media.
Task 2. Research and analysis an artist who used maps or the concept of mapping (Artist examples are attached but if you search for ‘Artist
Mapping’ etc you will find lots). To analysis the work use the Artist Writing Structure attached then Present your artists analysis in a way that
reflects your understanding of the artist work.
Task 3. Think carefully about the theme you came up with in Mind map 2. What could you use to represent this theme visually. This could be
objects or a collection of objects, people or places. Take a series of photographs based on this theme.
Task 4. Design a ‘map’ to communicate your theme/idea and try to create it. Think carefully about the media you choose, remember you do not
need to create a physical map. Work can be digital, video or audio based, or it can combine multiple media. Experiment with the media to see
how you can manipulate it to strongly communicate your theme.
Task 5. Find a second artist who either links to the concept of mapping or your theme. Research and analysis the artist work and consider who
they will influence your work and help you change/develop your idea from Task 4.
Task 6. Create a more refined version of your ‘map’ Evaluate carefully how successful you feel you have been in communicating your
ideas/theme. *

Because this is a conceptual art project you may come up with an ideas that is very elaborate or amisious beyond what you can actually make with
the resources and experience you have. If this is the case, please exchange Task 6 for the following:
Task 6 Alternative: Create a detailed proposal for you art piece. Use images and diagrams to explain you concept and the vision you have for you
‘map’ What would it look like, how would the audience interact with it, who would you convey the meaning within your piece. We want a full
explanation of what you envisage and what you would create if size, time and resources where no barrier.

Concept - Mapping

Techniques:

Techniques:
•
•

Photography
Digital image-making

Materials you might need:
•

Digital

•

Your own photos relevant
to your theme (these could
be photos taken previously,
e.g. holiday photos, or
now)
Tablet or other digital
drawing tools

Note
To select this starting point
you need access to digital
drawing tools and software,
& some prior experience of
using them!

Task 1. Research widely to generate ideas – look at a range of digital artists, think about photos
you already have or can take during lockdown, and come up with a theme for your project. The
images shown on slide 3 are based on the theme of ‘landscape’ but this is just an example –
come up with something personal to you. You’ll need 2 relevant digital artists and relevant
photos.

Task 2. Select a digital artist whose work links to your theme. Produce an Artist Analysis using
the attached prompts. Be selective and critical when choosing artists – random google
searches can pull up work that lacks skill.
Task 3. Take or collect a series of your own photos relevant to your theme (e.g. for landscape
you might collect previous holiday photos, for portrait/character work you might create a
photoshoot with a family member considering lighting, costume, make-up/face-paint etc.)
Task 4. Choose a photo from your shoot and edit if necessary. Then create 3 observational
pieces based on this photo, working digitally. Record your process using screen shots to show
the development of your work.
Task 5. A second Artist Analysis, exploring the work of a digital artist who either links to your
theme or uses a technique you want to use.
Task 6. Work in the style of your chosen artist. You may take more suitable photo’s to work
from. You may plan the idea by doing thumbnails first.
Task 7. Second piece inspired by your artist and the work you first created. What went
right/wrong with that work, how could you develop the idea, how could you improve the idea?

Task 8. Plan and create a final outcome. You may trial ideas, you might look at other artists. Your
final idea should take time- at least 5-10 hours.

Book Cover Illustration

Techniques:
• Drawing
• Collage
• Other image-making
processes of your choice
(photography, digital art,
model-making etc)

Task 1. Create an Artist Analysis on the book covers of either John Gall or Will Staehl. Use the
writing frame we normally use. Try to analyse how the work is made, and how the illustrator
has used their cover design to communicate with and intrigue the viewer. Present your written
work in an appropriate style.
Task 2. Choose a book or story that you know and love, and would like to create a book cover
for. Create a mood board based on your chosen story. Concentrate on collecting photographs
and drawings of imagery in your chosen book/story. You can collect a some illustrations created
by other artists but try to limit this - you don’t want to be tempted to copy other artists’ work.
Task 3. Using your mood board and your chosen illustrator’s work as inspiration, create 3
different compositions for a cover for your chosen book/story. Add colour. Tip: compositions
could be sketched or collaged using found papers/images/your own photos. Feel free to work
digitally if you have the equipment and enjoy working this way.

Materials you will need:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paper (plain and found)
Pencils
Pens
Scissors
Glue
Camera/phone

Task 4. Choose your best book cover design, identify the 2 or 3 main images you are going to
use in your design. Create a detailed observational drawing from an object or photograph to
use as a reference image for your book cover. Drawings should be no bigger than A6.
Task 5. Create a Artist Analysis on Leonard Baskin’s book covers. Use the writing frame we
normally use. Try to analyse how Baskin has created his work, paying attention to composition
and the use of simplicity/empty space. How is it similar to/different from your previous artist’s
work? Suggest possible reasons.
Task 6. Produce a minimum of 3 trials for your final cover design, using different colour palettes
and materials. E.g. if you are illustrating Snow White and have decided on a bitten apple as your
cover design, you might try drawing in pencil, then coloured pencil, then collaging the apple. Or
photographing a bitten apple and adding text, then collaging together your photo and a
drawing, then scratching the title into the apple itself and photographing again. Be creative ☺
Task 7. Create your final design. It does not have to be drawing, but it can be (see Leonard
Baskin). It does have to relate to your previous work, and include the title and author name in
appropriate lettering.

Techniques:
Anything is possible depending
on your equipment!
Painting
Chalk pastel
Collage
Oil pastel
Biro
Fineliner
Mono printing
Watercolour
Digital devices
Pencil colour

Task 1. Look at landscape paintings from at least 200 yeas ago to the present day. Document
examples and choose 2 from different time periods to analyse how and why the style has
changed. This will involve looking at technological, social and economic factors at the time they
were created as well as reading a bit about the artist.
USE GALLERY WEBSITES INITIALLY-The Tate, The National etc. will show you art work that is
famous for a reason. Random google searches may pull up imagery that actually isn’t very
skillful!
Task 2. Photograph landscapes. These need to be photo’s where you are choosing a location and
focusing on an aspect (such as hills or clouds etc), rather than just using landscape images you
have already.
Task 3. Choose a photo from your shoot and edit if necessary. Then create 3 observational
pieces, either in a range of media, on a range of surfaces or using a different style. One may take
a number of hours and others might be quicker depending on your intention.

Landscapes

Task 4. Artist analysis on a landscape artist that can influence the style of your work .

Materials you might need:
•
•
•
•
•

Landscape images
Paper/board
Paints/ household
paint/watercolour etc
Collage materials- old
books/wallpaper/ envelops
etc.
Pens/pencils

Task 5. Work in the style of your chosen artist. You may take more suitable photo’s to work
from. You may plan the idea by doing thumbnails first. You can work digitally if suitable, create a
collage, a painting if you have materials, biro work, mixed media etc.
Task 6. Second piece inspired by your artist and the work you first created. What went
right/wrong with that work, how could you develop the idea, how could you improve the idea?
Consider scale (size) and the surface you work on.

Task 7. Plan and create a final outcome. You may trial ideas, you might look at other artists. Your
final idea should take time- at least 5-10 depending on scale

Techniques:
Anything is possible depending
on your equipment!
Painting
Chalk pastel
Collage
Oil pastel
Biro
Fineliner
Mono printing
Watercolour
Digital devices
Pencil colour

Still Life

Materials you might need:
•
•
•
•
•

Landscape images
Paper/board
Paints/ household
paint/watercolour etc
Collage materials- old
books/wallpaper/ envelops
etc.
Pens/pencils

Task 1. Look at still life images from at least 200 yeas ago to the present day. Document
examples and choose 2 from different time periods to analyse how and why the style has
changed. This will involve looking at technological, social and economic factors at the time they
were created as well as reading a bit about the artist.
USE GALLERY WEBSITES INITIALLY-The Tate, The National etc. will show you art work that is
famous for a reason. Random google searches may pull up imagery that actually isn’t very
skillful!
Task 2. Select objects and create your own still life arrangement to work from. Think about how
you choose and arrange your objects – do you want to focus on objects all the same
colour/texture, objects that ‘belong’ together, objects that tell a story? Take a minimum of 15
photographs, considering viewpoint, lighting, cropping etc.
Task 3. Choose a photo from your shoot and edit if necessary. Then create 3 observational
pieces, either in a range of media, on a range of surfaces or using a different style. One may take
a number of hours and others might be quicker depending on your intention.
Task 4. Artist Analysis on a still life artist that can influence the style of your work. Use the
attached writing frame and say how you will be inspired by your chosen artist – what
ideas/techniques are you going to try based on analyzing their work?
Task 5. Work in the style of your chosen artist. You may take more suitable photos to work from.
You may plan the idea by doing thumbnails first. You can work digitally if suitable. Create a
collage, a painting if you have materials, biro work, mixed media etc.
Task 6. Second piece inspired by your artist and the work you first created. What went
right/wrong with that work, how could you develop the idea, how could you improve the idea?
Consider scale (size) and the surface you work on.

Task 7. Plan and create a final outcome. You may trial ideas, you might look at other artists. Your
final idea should take time- at least 5-10 hours depending on scale.

